
2023 EVENT RENTAL CATALOG



Whether you’re planning a corporate gathering, a grand opening, or a special celebration, we have a wide array of captivating attractions to 
make your event truly unforgettable. From vibrant Solid-color Feather Banners that add a splash of color to your venue, to mesmerizing Kinetic 
Windmill Spinners that enchant with their graceful movements, we offer an extensive selection of visually stunning options.

Take your event to new heights with our attention-grabbing Skyman Inflatable Air Dancers, designed to sway and dance in the air, drawing the 
attention of all who pass by. And for a touch of whimsy and wonder, our kite gardens will transport your guests to a world of vibrant kites, where 
artistry and imagination take flight.

Renting from Kiteman is a cost-effective way to promote your event without breaking the bank. You can rent our equipment for a day, a week, or a 
month, depending on your needs. Our highly-experienced team will come to your location to ensure everything is installed and taken down properly. 

All you have to do is say when and where.

CONNECT WITH US
Kiteman Group, LLC
8600 Commodity Circle, Suite 136
Orlando, FL 32819

Tel : 407-704-1077 

info@kitemangroup.com 

We invite you to explore Kiteman Group’s event rental catalog. Our portfolio 
is designed with a range of top-tier event rentals, from eye-catching Feather 
Banners to animated Skyman Inflatable Air Dancers, and Windmill Spinners 
that are sure to liven up any venue. We understand the importance of creating 
unforgettable experiences, and we’re here to help you add a unique touch to your 
event. 

Let’s partner together to make your next event a resounding success!

WELCOME EVENT PLANNERS!

@kitemangroup



Solid-Color Feather Banners and Skyman @ Citrus Bowl Orlando 



KITEMAN FEATHER BANNERS™

Feather Banners @ Disney’s Yacht & Beach Club Resorts

Feather Banners @ Waldorf Astoria Feather Banners @ Orlando Arena Feather Banners @ Tent Expo

Solid-Color Feather Banners



Elevate the visual impact of your event with our stunning Kiteman 
Feather Banners. These vibrant and eye-catching banners are the 
perfect way to add a pop of color and create a dynamic atmosphere.

With their tall and gracefully flowing design, they flutter and sway in the 
slightest of breezes, capturing the essence of movement and energy.

Available in a wide range of bold and captivating colors, our Kiteman 
Feather Banners can be color-coordinated to match your client’s brand or 
event theme.

Material 70D Silicone Coated Ripstop Nylon

Stitching Double-Lockstitch

Attachment Hook and Loop
Colors

Red Kelly

Turquoise

Royal Orange

Silver

Yellow Raspberry

Light Green

Black

Orchid Light Blue

Navy

Spanish Gold White

Includes • Fiberglass Ground Rod
• Banner Pole
• Shop Prep & Delivery to locations in Central Florida

Origin Made in the USA
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Additional $50 per banner for base plate and weighted sandbag for hard 
surfaces where a ground rod cannot be used.
  
* Fire Retardant Colors are Available

• Lightweight and easy to set up 
• Tall and eye-catching, highly visible from a distance
• Can be used both indoors and outdoors 
• Coordinate colors to match event themes
• Effective in guiding attendees & creating designated areas13
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SKYMAN INFLATABLE AIR DANCER

Skyman and Feather Banners @ Universal Citywalk

Skyman and Feather Banners @ Tribeca Film FestivalCustom Skyman - Season’s 52Pink Skyman

Color-Coordinated Skyman



Material 70D Silicone Coated Ripstop Nylon

Stitching Double-Lockstitch
Attachment Hook and Loop
Colors

Red Kelly

Turquoise

Royal Orange

Silver

Yellow Raspberry

Light Green

Black

Orchid Light Blue

Navy

Spanish Gold White

Includes

Origin Made in the USA

The SkyMan Inflatable Air Dancer is the ultimate attention-grabbing 
solution for your promotional needs! Our dynamic, eye-catching inflatable 
is designed to captivate and mesmerize your audience.  
 
Standing tall and swaying with energy, the SkyMan Inflatable Air Dancer 
commands attention from afar, ensuring your business or event stands 
out in any crowd. 

Whether you’re hosting a grand opening, trade show, or special event, 
this inflatable marketing marvel will bring life and excitement to your 
brand.

Sky Man Inflatable Air Dancers can be color coordinated to match your 
client’s brand or event theme.
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Make sure that you have two (2) separate minimum 15 amp power circuits 
available.  One for each Skyman blower fan.  

• Fun and vibrant atmosphere
• Playful and energetic presence
• Coordinate colors to match event themes and brand
• Unique backdrop for memorable photos and selfies

• 2 - 18in Blowers
• Dual Speed Control
• LED Uplighting
• Weatherproof Sealed 

Motor
• ETL/CETL safety  

Certified



KINETIC WINDMILL SPINNERS

Windmills @ Sea World Orlando Bayside Stadium

Solid-Color Windmills @ Sea World Orlando Patriotic Feather Banners and Windmills @ Spanish Fork Utah

Multi-Colored Windmill



With its gracefully rotating blades inspired by the timeless windmill 
design, it creates a mesmerizing spectacle as it dances with the breeze. 
Our Kinetic Windmill Spinners adds an elegant touch and creates a 
focal point that will captivate both you and your guests.

The Kinetic Windmill Spinner swivels 360˚ and the blades are designed to 
spin at a consistent speed, regardless of wind speed.

Available in a wide range of bold and captivating colors, our Kinetic 
Windmill Spinners can be customized to match your brand or event 
theme.

Material 70D Silicone Coated Ripstop Nylon & Mylar

Stitching Single-stitch zig-zag
Attachment Bungee
Colors

Red Kelly

Turquoise

Royal Orange

Silver

Yellow Raspberry

Light Green

Black

Orchid Light Blue

Navy

Spanish Gold White

Includes • Aluminum mast & ground stakes
• Shop Prep & Delivery to locations in Central Florida

Origin Made in the USA

Diameter : 12.5ft Diameter : 9.5ft Diameter : 6.5ft

Kinetic Windmill Spinners must be mounted into the ground, and have enough 
clearance to allow blades to spin in all directions. 

• Mesmerizing display of spinning motion
• Evoke a sense of joy and wonder 
• Captivates both children and adults alike
• Sustainable and eco-friendly



OTHER KITEMAN SERVICES

Atmosphere Kite Show @ Disney World Swan Hotel Large Spirals @ Univision Festival del Mariachi

Spanish Fork Kite Garden Kid’s Kitemaking @ Tribeca Film Festival



Atmosphere Kite Shows are designed to blend into the background, 
providing an ever-changing visual treat for guests. By incorporating a 
variety of kite elements, these shows add a sense of spontaneity and 
excitement to the environment. Atmosphere Kite Shows can be tailored 
to suit the theme or color scheme of an event, seamlessly blending in 
while creating a unique and memorable atmosphere.

Performaces can be on land or water, day or night. Flights can be 
staggered to seem random and spontaneous, or can be scheduled to 
coordinate with presentations or other entertainment elements. 

Kiteman’s state-of-the-art dye-sublimation technology infuses your 
design into the fabric, resulting in products that are resistant to fading, 
peeling, or cracking, promising a longer lifespan.

We can create custom props and decor with vibrant, full-color designs 
that set the atmosphere. Our eye-catching, durable signage and 
displays guide your guests while reinforcing your event’s theme. 

And don’t forget promotional products - from mugs to mouse pads, we 
can help you leave a lasting impression on your attendees.

CUSTOM DYE-SUBLIMATION & PROJECTS

KITE PERFORMANCES
Kids’ kitemaking is a fun and educational activity where children 
design, build, and decorate their own kites. It promotes creativity, 
outdoor play, and learning about wind and flight. It enhances fine 
motor skills, teamwork, and provides a sense of accomplishment when 
their kite takes flight.

Kiteman has created a kite kit that can be constructed in minutes, and 
utilizes a “magic” wand with a short piece of line so the kite will fly, but 
also not interfere with other displays or each other.

KIDS KITEMAKING

Over the years, Kiteman has curated a large collection of kites and 
kinetic windmills that we utilize to create our kite gardens. This 
collection displayed on poles or strategically placed on structures to 
create a destination area for exploring kites and kinetic motion devices. 
Guests to the kite garden can take a break, enjoy the atmosphere and 
take pictures.

Our Bali Kite Garden, consists of hand-picked kites from Bali, 
that includes colorful birds, butterflies, and unique creatures. The 
Contemporary Kite Garden consists of large cellular kites ranging 
from traditional box kites to large crystal facet kites.

KITE GARDENS

CONTACT US TO DISCUSS YOUR CUSTOM REQUIREMENTS



Kiteman Group, LLC
8600 Commodity Circle, Suite 136

Orlando, FL 32819

Tel : 407-704-1077

info@kitemangroup.com 

Wind-Activated Entertainment, Decor and Rental Company


